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“Google, and Twitter, and Bitly—oh my!” :
Novel Approaches to Repository Collection Development
Before
Blacklight:

A Little Context:

(Jan 27 –
Apr 28,
2011)

Academic Commons is the digital
research repository of Columbia and its
affiliates. In April 2011 we implemented
Blacklight, an open-source search-anddiscovery layer, which enhanced the onsite user experience and radically
improved the ranking of our content in
search engine results by better exposing
our metadata to commercial search
engines, as the charts to the right show.

After
Blacklight:
(Apr 29 –
Jul 29,
2011)

An additional advantage of Blacklight
over our previous interface is its full
Unicode compliance, which means that
we can display our non-Roman alphabet
content in its native script, ensuring
search engines like Baidu and Yandex can
discover our content as well.

What We Did:
We decided to take advantage of our
improved visibility by consciously
targeting outreach to faculty whose
research was getting noticed in popular
media on and off the Web.
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We also added a component to Blacklight
that allows us to send monthly usage stats
reports to Columbia-affiliated authors.
We likewise took advantage of Twitter to
promote repository content by faculty and
departments with high visibility in the
social media arena, leveraging their
audiences to further increase our own.
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Visits Spiked After Our First Author Stats Emails Went Out

What We Found:
ü Search engine traffic increased 10-fold
ü Response rate for “In the News”
outreach exceeds 40%
ü Self-deposits doubled over last year
ü Self-deposit rate jumps an additional
85% when usage reports are delivered
ü Mediated deposits doubled as well
ü Twitter followers more than doubled
ü Social media referrals increased 355%
ü Collection size doubled in 2011
ü On pace to double again in 2012
Robert Hilliker, Digital Repository Manager
Columbia University Libraries
Website: academiccommons.columbia.edu
Email: rhilliker@columbia.edu
Twitter: @ResearchAtCU
Phone: 212-851-7339

Next Steps:
We are always looking to further enhance the
visibility and utility of our collections. Here
are a few steps we will be taking in the
coming months:
ü Working closely with subject librarians to
expand our outreach capacity
ü Establishing relationships with key social
media users on and off campus
ü Optimizing our metadata to further
increase search engine visibility
ü Optimizing our site for mobile users
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